NOTES:

1. ASSEMBLE PROPER CONTACT INTO REQUIRED HOUSING AS SHOWN, BY INSERTING NOSE OF CONTACT INTO OPENING IN HOUSING. AN AUDIBLE 'CLICK' WILL BE HEARD WHEN THE CONTACT ENGAGES THE SPRING OF THE HOUSING. THE COMPLETED ASSEMBLY SHOULD RESULT IN THE DIMENSIONS AS SHOWN IN THE SIDE VIEW.

2. INSURE THAT THE LEGS OF THE CONTACT ARE NOT BENT PRIOR TO ENGAGEMENT OR DURING INSERTION INTO HOUSING. IF THIS OCCURS, REMOVE THE CONTACT FROM THE HOUSING, DISCARD, AND INSERT A NEW CONTACT INTO THE HOUSING USING NOTE 1 AS AN INSTALLATION GUIDE.


4. PCB HOLE PATTERN IS BASED ON USING ANDERSON MOUNTING STAPLES. STAPLE PART NUMBERS FOR SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE ARE: PCSTAPLE-1 AND PCSTAPLE-2
SUGGESTED PCB LAYOUTS
(SUGGESTED TOLERANCE ±0.003[.08])

DUAL POLE LAYOUT

SINGLE POLE LAYOUT